Demonstration that the shear force required to separate short double-stranded DNA does not increase significantly with sequence length for sequences longer than 25 base pairs.
We have measured the shear force for short double-stranded DNA sequences pulled by either the 3'3' or 5'5' ends and find that the shear force is independent of the pulling technique. For the 50% GC sequences examined, the force is a linear function of DNA length up to 20 base pairs (bp); however, we show that, as predicted by deGennes, the shear force approaches an asymptotic value in the limit where the number of base pairs approaches infinity, where the shear force for a 32 bp sequence is within 5% of the asymptotic value of 61.4 pN . Fits to deGennes' theory suggest that the shear force is distributed over fewer than 10 bp at the end of the sequence, with the rest of the sequence experiencing negligible shear force. The single base pair rupture force and the ratio of the backbone spring constant to the base pair spring constant determined from fits of the data to deGennes' theory are consistent with ab initio predictions.